Poeetry at Wallach Gallery: Reading by Mark Doty in Honor of World AIDS Day and Day(with)out Art

To mark World AIDS Day and Day(with)out Art, the Miriam and Ira D. Wallach Art Gallery will host a reading by critically acclaimed and award-winning poet Mark Doty.

Begun in 1989 as a World AIDS Day initiative, Day(with)out Art is a collaborative project with over 8,000 participants worldwide that demonstrates the power of art to raise awareness of the AIDS epidemic. Each year, artists and communities are encouraged to bring together diverse audiences in shared commemoration of those who have died from AIDS and to promote a broader awareness of the crisis.

Mark Doty, currently professor at the University of Houston, has written extensively on the AIDS epidemic. He explains that “AIDS is no longer something I write about, but is part of the way I see and speak.”

Saturday, December 1st, 4:00 PM “Poeetry Reading by Mark Doty in Honor of World AIDS Day” Sponsored by the Wallach Art Gallery and the Department of Art History and Archaeology. 854-7288. Wallach Art Gallery, 8th fl, Schermerhorn Hall.
“She/Says/Women in News” Pre-screening for PBS Documentary Charting the Revolutionizing Influence of Women in the Media
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